First Council District Candidate Questionnaire
Please return by June 1. No limit on the length of responses.
If helpful, feel free to include links for further information.

Zoning
What is your position on the proposed SoHo/NoHo rezoning, which the Mayor and leading Mayoral
candidates have said they would seek to replicate in other historic neighborhoods with median incomes
above the city average, such as those throughout the First Council District? Do you support the approach
in the plan or any elements of it? If so, which? What is your position on the SoHo/NoHo community
alternative plan? Do you believe that upzonings increase pressure for demolition of existing rent regulated
housing and create a huge amount of new very expensive market rate housing, which has the opposite
effect of the purported increase in affordability and diversity?
I am against the certified plan for SoHo/NoHo rezoning because it will destroy the unique characteristics of the area.
The certified plan will open the door to NYU and other university expansion. While under the guise of "community
facilities," developers are exempted from affordable housing requirements. Additionally, the certified plan will
encourage developers to demolish buildings with rent regulated apartments and loft-law units; thereby displacing
low-income residents. My biggest concern is the loop-hole in the certified plan that allows the upzoning of the area
without affordable housing requirements because commericial space, community facilities, and residential space not
over 25,000 sq ft/25 units per building per existing zoning lots are exempted from the affordable housing mandate.
The plan would allow developers to build high-density high-rises that do not fit into the characteristics of SoHo/NoHo.
Do
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The certified plan's mandatory inclusionary housing with only 25% of the units affordable is not enough. At the same
I support mandatory inlcusionary housing program but not the City's current requirement of 20-25%. The City lacks
time, under the guideline, units are not affordable for most New Yorkers. I propose expanding the AMI band for the
affordable housing and to address this issue, I would push for 30-35% MIH. As mentioned earlier, I strongly believe by
affordable units that will allow those with low-income qualify for these units.
including those in lower AMI requirement, it would provide the units in MIH truly affordable to that segment of the
population.

In the case of SoHo/NoHo, I agree with the community alternative plan which proposes allowing as-of-right residential
development with mandatory inclusionary AFFORDABLE housing. In an area like SoHo/NoHo, where its unique
architectural features will be lost if the certified plan goes forward. We must combat the affordable housing crisis but it
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Yes, the scale of the upzoning is very large. While the plan appears to expand affordable housing, there is no
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that there's affordable grocery stores in the neighborhood. In the case of the Two Bridges nieghborhood, a
Pathmark was destroyed to make room for One Manhattan Square. Now the neighborhood doesn't have access to a
grocery store within reasonable walking distance. I want to prevent that from happening. When developers apply for
rezoning, I demand that they have a solid plan for the community such as a supermarket, childcare facilities, medical
offices, community space; all of which a vital for any neighborhood.
We need to be creative in our thinking. Prior to 9/11 Financial District had almost no residential buildings. During the
aftermath, commericial tenants decided to move some of their operations to other areas, to limit their exposure in
downtown. As a result, commericial buildings were converted to residential ones. FiDi is an excellent example of a
live/work neighborhood. I support additional conversion of office space to residential units but it must be in a
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Zoning (continued)
Would you seek zoning changes that would require new affordable housing in parts of the First Council
District, and if so where and under what conditions (upzoning? subsidies?)?
We have seen that upzoning yield very few affordable housing units in District 1. Of those affordable units that are
offered, they are rarely affordable for most New Yorkers. We need to examine ways to provide truly low income
housing for New Yorkers. I do not oppose to upzoning as a method to secure affordable housing; however, I want the
MIH to increase to at least 35% and also expand the AMI to include low-income individuals. If the goal is to diverisfy
the community, these two requirements must be in placed in order to acheive it.
I support the Community Alternative SoHo/NoHo plan that calls for the conversion of non-residential buildings to
residential use as-of-right with mandatory inclusionary housing requirements.

In general, are there changes to our zoning and planning system you would seek to implement or support, and
if so, what are they? What is your position on the City Council’s proposed “Planning Together” framework?
We need to stop building bigger, higher and denser. Yes, New York is a City and a city is crowded but we need to
approach development in a responsible manner. We need to take into consideration the community's input which is
vital and can serve as a good footprint to what the community wants and needs.
I do not support the City Council's proposed "Planning Together" framework. The City is too diversed and too big to
plan.

Small Businesses
The City has implemented a plan to make permanent the outdoor dining allowed during the pandemic. Do
you agree with this move? If not, how would you seek to change it, and what system and allowances for
outdoor dining would you support?
I do not support the permanent use of outdoor shed for dining as it stands now. I have seen elderlies, those with
mobility issues, people with strollers have difficulty navigating the sidewalk because the outdoor shed/cafe were
impeding on the sidewalk. I have heard complaints about emergency vehicles having trouble passing through some
streets because the sheds were too big and there was not enough room for the emergency vehicles to pass. This
resulted in delayed response time.
There's no doubt that restaurants need help in recouping what they lost during the pandemic; however, with
restaurants at 75% capacity, I think it's time to say good bye to these outdoor dining sheds once Labor Day rolls
around. I would support the continuation of the sheds for summer time use but they must go through a process similar
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reduce redtape associated with permits and reduce fees, grace period of fines and run high-tech promotional
campaigns for small businesses.
I strongly support putting limitations on chain retail presence, especially in SoHo/NoHo. I remember growing up in the
80s and 90s, SoHo/NoHo/Greenwich Village were where the cool boutiques are. Now Broadway is lined with chain
stores that are available in any mall in the United States. When chain stores take over, they are just importing goods
from else where. Small boutiques display and showcase local artists and designers; thereby generating creativity in
locally.
I do not support the Small Business Jobs Survival Act. Small property owners have tenants in their buildings who are
in rent regulated units. In order for them to recoup the cost of renting out the regulated units, they need to charge their
commercial space a certain rent in order to cover the cost of operating the building. We need to look at this issue and
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Landmarks
Name a historic preservation battle with which you’ve been involved — what was your role, why were you
involved?
I strongly support the Seaport Coalition's fight against Howard Hughes in the 250 Water Street development. I have
been vocal in my support to Michael Kramer. Like the certified plan for SoHo/NoHo, I am disappointed with approval
by LPC to allow the development to go forward. The new development is out of character for the Seaport Historical
District.
I have issued a statement opposing the upzoning of Governors Island. I am disappointed that our current
Councilmember, once again, sided with developers over her constituents. There's no place for high-density high-rises
on the Island when it is just 7 minutes away from downtown Manhattan. The research center is a scam. It is a bait
and switch tactic we see too often. Approving the so-called plan for the research center will open the flood gates for
other developments.
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My district has many historical buildings. Many neighborhoods in the district are the oldest ones in our nation's
history. It frustrates me to see that some are quick to demolish these treasures and replace them with tasteless glass
shiny buildings. We need to be creative and perhaps use sustainable methods to rehabilate these structures. I love
traveling to Europe because their buildings are often repurposed to fit the needs of the community without demolishing
its historic buildings. I've been to churches that were retrofitted as cafes, bookstores, libraries, etc. Let's take a step
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District 1? Have they done a good job with approving or not approving changes to existing buildings? With
approving or not approving proposed demolitions and new construction? In considering and approving
new landmark designations?

Overall, I think Landmarks Preservation Commission has done a good job regulating District 1. I live in the historic
district of Tribeca and I recently had new windows installed. While the new ones were 3X more than the ones we were
replacing, Landmarks told us they want to restore the exterior appearance to historical accuracy. I appreciate that very
much but know that for some who live in my building, this will set a precedent for them and they may not be able to
afford to change their windows. It's a sticky situation and I believe LPC is working within it's mandate.
I am upset with its recent ruling on 250 Water Street. The Commission's job is to look at the historical nature of the
development and nothing else.

If there are changes you would like to see with the LPC, how as a City Councilmember would you help
effectuate that?
I would like to see increase funding for the Historical Preservation Grant Program. From my experience with replacing
my windows, the cost can be prohibitive for some. The grant only covers $10,000-$30,000 and looks favorably to
those who can get a match. My windows alone cost $24,000 to replace. If the City is asking a property owner to
landmark their property for the public's interest, I believe the City should do more to assist them financially. If we are
offering real estate development companies incentives to build bigger, higher and denser, then why is it that we can't
incentivize our property owners to preserve a piece of history? It goes both ways. We must protect our history and
assist those who are willing to do help us in that endeavor.
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What would you tell a property owner who was opposed to their property being landmarked, given that
you as City Councilmember must ultimately uphold the landmark designation when it comes before the
City Council?
I understand that there's significant costs and you have to abide by certain rules and regulations; however I am
working with the City to see what kind of financial assistance we can provide you with. Your building offers so much
historical context to our community and by landmarking it, it will be preserved for generations to come. I know we are
asking a lot from you, but please know that you are doing a great service to our society. Please take all this into
consideration.

Name

Susan Lee
susan@susanleenyc.com

E-mail

917-902-6612

Phone

Thank You for Your Answers
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